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Forbo Marmoleum
Global 3:
Designing the future
For more than 100 years, Forbo Flooring
Systems has been specialising in creating
better living and working environments,
producing stunning floor coverings whose
designs, colours and structures are inspired
by the world around us.

Today, as the global leader in linoleum floor
coverings, Forbo solutions are available all
around the world, enabling architects and
designers to express aesthetical and
functional priorities in ways never seen
before in projects for healthcare,
educational, institutional and public
environment settings.
Forbo’s linoleum is the perfect answer to
today’s ecological concerns. As a product
made from natural and renewable raw
materials, linoleum has always been kind to
the environment. Now, in combination with
the fantastic new design possibilities
contained within our linoleum Global 3
collection, it really is possible to design the
future: with ecologically sound floor
coverings that offer a high design quotient
and which are optimised for economical
installation and maintenance.
Forbo creates better environments in every
sense: in terms of design and architectural
vision, environmentally, and with regards to
the total cost of ownership. To us, that’s
what “designing the future” is all about.

Global 3 benefits

Inspired by Global 3
Designing the future

Our Global collection is completely revitalised every four years to reflect the latest and
best in contemporary and upcoming trends.

Our latest collection, Global 3, draws its
inspiration from current and emerging
architectural visions and reflect the general
movement within architecture and design
towards open, flexible and ecologically
responsible buildings and environments.
The Global 3 collection offers a wide choice
of structures in a vastly increased colour
palette. Architects, designers and other
interior decision-makers can create more
colour combinations – and create more
moods – than ever before.
Global 3 is simply the widest choice in
linoleum available anywhere.

What’s new in Linoleum Global 3?
• 12 structures from Marmoleum, Walton
and Artoleum all in one collection,
ranging from solid to non-organic and
rhythmic patterns.
• Two revolutionary new designs: Walton
Cirrus and Artoleum Striato.
• Over 60 brand new colours in the
collection resulting in a greatly
increased choice of bright and neutral
mid-tones.
• Real, part of our Marmoleum collection,
is sheet material and now available in
60 colours. Dual has become our tile
product and is available in 30 colours
from the Real palette.

• Within the Artoleum collection, Scala
and Piano now form separate ranges
and Marmoleum Piano has been
incorporated in Artoleum Piano.
• Extended colour choice in our impact
sound reduction offer, Marmoleum
Decibel.
• New and innovative coving solutions.
• Advanced new non soiling welding rod
in line with our Topshield technology.

Forbo linoleum, a deliberate choice:
• Made from renewable raw materials.
• Bacteriostatic by nature.
• Biodegradable.
• Repairable waterbased finish.
• Resistant to cigarette burns.
• Easy to clean and maintain with the
proven Topshield finish.
• Low life cycle costs.

Ecological

Design

Economical

• Our linoleum products are produced
from controlled natural, renewable
resources.
• We strive for the lowest environmental
impact according to Life Cycle
Assessment (LCA) criteria.
• Linoleum is by nature biodegradable.
• Our processes are dedicated to
continually finding new ways to reduce
waste and energy use.
• Being easy to clean, our linoleum floor
coverings contribute to a healthy interior
climate.
• We recognise and are committed to
independent environmental quality
standards.
• Our linoleum fits perfectly in sustainable
building concepts.

• Our linoleum reflects the latest colour
and design trends, developed in close
cooperation with leading architects and
designers.
• 12 designs and hundreds of
combination options provide an ideal
basis for creating all kinds of moods and
atmospheres.
• More colour shades and tones than ever
before.
• “Authentic range” with a guaranteed
availability of 24 Real colours until 2017.
• Dual tiles provides the opportunity to
create colourful floor patterns.
• Aquajet cutting service for specially cut
designs, such as logos or a particular
personalised visual.
• Invisible non soiling multi coloured
welding rods.
• Colour-matched skirting and coving
solutions.
• One-stop shopping with the broadest
linoleum range on the market.

• Proven Topshield finish for easy and cost
efficient cleaning and maintenance.
• A life expectancy of over 25 years
resulting in low life-cycle costs.
• System Solutions for specific floor
covering problems.
• Professional support and service
products for efficient, perfect installation.
• Assistance to help calculate the most
efficient materials and installation plan
for any space.
• Total cost comparison calculation can be
done on request, which provides an
immediate indication of total cost of
ownership.

Globally acknowledged
by independent environmental awards

Natural raw materials
Linoleum is a natural product derived from
controlled renewable raw materials. Forbo is
committed to keeping it this way, and to
extending these benefits by focusing on
issues such as sustainable sourcing, reducing
waste and using less and above all green
energy.
Linseed oil
Linseed oil, the key raw material in linoleum, is
obtained by pressing the seeds of the flax plant.
Oxidizing the oil creates a thick spongy mass we call
cement, which forms the basis of linoleum.
Rosin
Rosin is a binding agent that, together with linseed oil,
gives our linoleum its strength and flexibility.
Wood flour
Wood flour from controlled forests is used to bind
pigments, ensure colourfastness and optimise a
smooth surface; it’s the secret to why our linoleums
maintain their beautiful, vibrant colours throughout
their lives.
Limestone
Limestone, very finely ground, is used to achieve a
specific density in our linoleum.
Pigments
The most beautiful colours are created by using
ecologically responsible pigments. Forbo pigments
therefore do not contain heavy metals such as lead and
cadmium.
Jute
Natural jute is used as a backing on which to calendar
the linoleum cement.

With a unique world class nature friendly
linoleum offer Forbo is committed to always
apply the latest environmental knowledge.
Many independent third parties
acknowledge this Forbo environmental
commitment.

Environmental Quality Mark,
The Netherlands
This independent Dutch eco label ensures
strict requirements for the whole product
lifecycle are met, and includes packaging
and product information as well.

Germany
Nature Plus is a Europe-wide environmental label that
tests products on their environmental, health and
functional characteristics. Obtaining it ensures among
other things that a product has at least 95% renewable
and/or mineral components and is made in an
environmentally friendly production process.

Environmental impact
The natural ingredients used in our
linoleum combined with our way of
sourcing and producing ensures it achieves
an exceptionally good Life Cycle
Assessment score.

The Nordic Swan Label, Scandinavia
The Nordic Swan Label aims to provide clear
environmental information to users. Maintaining this
certification ensures continuous improvement because
the performance standard is raised with each recertification.

LCA is an environmental impact analysis
over the lifecycle of a product and is the
best way to measure the environmental
impact of a floor covering. As a result, we
know that Forbo’s linoleum is one of the
best floor coverings from an ecological
viewpoint; one we are continuing to
improve as well.

UZ 56, Austria
UZ 56 certified products are evaluated on their content
of halogens, heavy metals, bactericides, fungicides and
emissions, and the impact on the environment of their
production, use and disposal.
SMART, USA
Sustainable Materials Rating Technology (SMART)
evaluates the overall environmental performance of
building products throughout their life cycle. Our
linoleum complies with the highest rating: Platinum.

LCA improvement (energy and CO₂ reduction)
of Forbo linoleum with Topshield

Good Environmental Choice, Australia
This eco-label programme ensures a strict review of key
environmental impacts throughout the product’s
lifecycle and delivers independent environmental
information for a wide range of consumer and building
products.
Ecolabelling Trust, New Zealand
The New Zealand Ecolabelling Trust is an independent,
voluntary, multi-specification-based environmental
label to reduce the environmental impact of products.

Source: ERFMI EPD calculator 2008
* introduction of green energy and reduction of energy

The Global 3 collection
Designing the future
Global 3 incorporates Forbo’s three linoleum
brands, each of which has been designed
with a specific look and feel in mind. From
heavily marbled to solid, simply colours or
striking contemporary designs and
structures, each collection offers a complete
colour scheme, making them ideal for use in
any number of environments.

Marmoleum, the world’s best-known linoleum brand,
represents the classic marble-look structure that many
people appreciate in linoleum. Marmoleum is available
in three different designs ranging from lightly to
heavily marbled, and a massive 88 colours.

Walton stands for solid colours and was especially
created for interiors that benefit from a strong, simple,
design-driven look and feel. Walton is available in two
different surface structures plus an additional crocodile
embossing. The product takes its name from Fredrick
Walton, who produced the first linoleum way back in
1863.

Artoleum is a unique collection with an innovative
appearance and in many ways the opposite end of the
design spectrum from Marmoleum. Artoleum is a
world of colour and texture, beauty and playfulness,
contrasts and unexpected combinations, all available in
a wide range of colours and patterns, and nary a
marble-design among them.

Where to use?
While each Forbo linoleum collection is
different, they are all suitable for use in a
wide range of spaces and environments,
including both light and heavy traffic areas.
It simply depends on your own functional
and aesthetic wishes.
Different type of rooms, like meeting
rooms, class rooms, offices and changing
rooms, in commercial, institutional and
public buildings are no problem. The same
is true for entrance halls, corridors, kitchens
and pantries. Reception areas, staircases
and shop floors are a breeze. As are hospital
wards, convention centres and other
similarly hard-used public spaces.
Whatever your need, Forbo linoleum will
look good and stay looking good, year after
year after year.

From heavily marbled
to solid, simple colours
or striking
contemporary designs
and structures

A rich, vividly marbled structure offering
powerful, colourful contrasts delivered by
mixing eight elegant colours yet retaining a
predominant hue. The result is a colourful
and lively design that hides dirt and adapts
well to a multitude of interiors. Vivace is
available in 12 colours, from multifaceted
neutrals to contrasting, daring colours.

With its classic marbled structure, Real is an all round,
reliable solution for all floor covering needs. Real comes
in a wide choice of neutral, vivid and daring colours,
with each shade built up from two to five colours that
are calandered together to create a marbled structure.
Real also forms the basis for sub-collections, like the
Authentic and Dual tiles range, and the enhanced
properties products, like Ohmex, Decibel and Acoustic.
In total, 60 colours ensure a wide colour palette, from
classic and bold brights to warm neutrals.

A subtle marbled structure that is based on the fresco
artwork of ancient times. Fresco has a 16-strong palette
of tone-on-tone colours, each of which creates a warm,
friendly, homey atmosphere. Fresco goes excellently
with the other Forbo collections and sub-collections.

Dual tiles draws on 30 colours from the Real palette,
each of which has been carefully selected for its
balance and ability to enhance different tile
combinations with colour accents and patterns.
Dual tiles are available in tile sizes of 33.3 x 33.3 cm and
50 x 50 cm. For optimal stability, the backing is made
from polyester. Linoleum tiles are unique by Forbo.

Cirrus, designed to complement the Uni
Waltons, brings a slight marbling effect into
play. Available in 6 pronounced accent
colours, Cirrus not only goes perfectly with
the other Waltons, but with all the other
Global 3 floor coverings as well.

Uni is a simple, pure collection with an
industrial, almost monumental appearance.
Popular thanks to the use of single, solid
tones, it is the perfect base on which to
create striking combinations with other
interior colours. Uni is available in 6 colours.

Featuring crocodile embossing, this
collection represents a truly unique floor
covering design. It conveys an exclusive
look and feel to any space and works
especially well when you combine it with
one or more of our other linoleum colours.
The embossing plays with light and
reflection and provides a distinctive
texture. In particular, Crocodiles works
extremely well as a transition from floor to
wall. Crocodiles is available in 4 natural,
leather-like colours.

New and a breakthrough in linoleum
design. Striato is a one-of-a-kind, a retro yet
modern design with no resemblance to the
“classic” look of linoleum. Striato is available
in nature-derived and bright colours, and is
designed with large, tall and open spaces
in mind. Thanks to its warm, friendly design,
Striato is easy to combine with other
colours in the Artoleum range – and with
other material types entirely. Striato is
available in 8 colours.

The colours in the Mineral range take their
cue from stone. Natural and harmonious,
Mineral comprises easily understood
designs that combine well with all kinds of
interiors to create an environment in which
everyone feels comfortable. Mineral is
available in 16 colours.

Combining an almost solid colour structure with a
subtle, harmonious, two-tone speckle effect, Piano is in
an elegant pattern that is ideal for areas that demand
both a natural look and sophisticated elegance. Piano is
available in a balanced palette of 14 colours, ranging
from bright colours, through neutral greys to muted
tones. The bright colours coordinate especially well
with the Scala range.

Graphic’s high-contrast blacks and whites
and complementary greys make this a
monumental design that is truly
architectonic. Graphic adds a surprising
twist to traditional interiors yet also
combines beautifully with contemporary
chrome, wood, stone and coloured
surfaces. The grey tones work especially
well in modern buildings in which concrete
or glass predominates. Graphic is available
in 10 colours.

An outspoken design that is ideal when
you want to transform an ordinary space
into an exceptional one, and a unique
space into an unforgettable one. Scala’s
dynamic, rhythmic patterns contrast
beautifully with the accompanying range
of “Piano” designs, guaranteeing stunning
combinations in every situation. Scala is
available in 12 colours.

* also available in 3.2 mm ** also available in 3.2 mm and 4.0 mm # only available in 2.5 mm
Matching multi coloured and solid coloured welding rods are available in all collection colours.

Matching solid coloured welding rods are available in all collection colours.

Matching multi coloured and solid coloured
welding rods are available in all collection colours.

Matching solid coloured welding rods
are available in all collection colours.

Matching solid coloured welding rods
are available in all collection colours.

Matching multi coloured and solid coloured welding rods are available in all collection colours.

Matching multi coloured and solid
coloured welding rods are available
in all collection colours.

Matching multi coloured and solid
coloured welding rods are available in
all collection colours.

Matching multi coloured and solid coloured
welding rods are available in all collection colours.

Matching solid coloured welding rods are available in all collection colours.

Matching multi coloured welding rods
are available in all collection colours.

Matching solid coloured welding rods
are available in all collection colours.

Drying room yellowing
In the final production phase linoleum is hung in
large storage rooms for the drying process.
Under a certain temperature the oxidizing
process is accelerated to the point where the
linoleum gets the desired specifications. The
oxidizing process causes a yellowish film, called
“drying room yellowing”. This initially might be
seen, particularly on the lighter shades of our
Matching multi coloured welding rods are available in all collection colours.

linoleum. However, this film disappears once our
linoleum is exposed to normal daylight during
24 to 48 hours.

Matching multi coloured or solid coloured
welding rods are available in all collection colours.

Inspiration for colour
combinations
Authentic collection
Forbo’s linoleum is designed on an installand-forget basis – once it’s in place, it
requires nothing more than ''basic ongoing''
maintenance to keep it looking good and
functioning properly.

steps in colour

fresh accents

gradations

playing with pattern

red accents

comfort colours

Still, some customers need a floor covering that they
can “update” periodically, perhaps because of a building
extension or the installation, removal or relocation of
equipment.
To meet these needs, we offer a selection with colours
that are guaranteed to remain available for eight years,
until 2017. This Authentic collection provides longterm certainty when planning a series of installations
over a particular time.
Authentic consists of a compact, well-balanced colour
palette picked from the Marmoleum Real and Fresco
palette that provides freedom of design while ensuring
long-term matching and consistency. Authentic is
available in 24 colours, in 2.5 mm.

24 colours
guaranteed
until 2017

Enhanced performance
products
for demanding situations
Marmoleum Decibel – superior comfort and
sound reduction
Marmoleum Decibel provides the highest reduction of
impact sound by 17 dB. Marmoleum Decibel is 2.5 mm
thick, and is laminated onto a 1 mm thick layer of
polyolefine foam. Marmoleum Decibel is available in 20
colours from the Marmoleum Dual tiles collection.

With Linoleum Global 3 all functional and
aesthetical requirements are covered. In
addition to our “standard” ranges, we also
offer a number of linoleum floor coverings
developed to meet specific technical or
comfort requirements.

Marmoleum Ohmex – improve electrical
conductivity
Marmoleum Ohmex is linoleum that meets higher
requirements for electrical conductivity. Electrical
resistance is improved to < 1-10⁸ Ω (EN1081), ensuring
personal safety and protecting equipment that is
sensitive to static electricity. Marmoleum Ohmex,
which is 2.5 mm thick, is available in four colours.
Typical areas of use are computer/server rooms and
areas with sensitive equipment.

System Solutions – turn-key answers
Driven by our commitment to “creating
better environments”, we have developed a
range of total system solutions for specific
flooring situations and needs. From
subfloor to finishing, it is all covered.
Each Forbo System Solution is developed
to save time and effort and bring
consistence, quality and accountability
from one trusted supplier. The solutions are
ready made and proven flooring
installations and vary from quick
installation to enhanced acoustical
performance solutions and many more.

Marmoleum Acoustic – enhanced
comfort and sound reduction
Marmoleum Acoustic reduces impact
sound by 14 dB (ISO 717-2). It is a twinlayer linoleum build up from 2 mm of
Marmoleum and a 2 mm Corkment
backing. Using Marmoleum Acoustic
reduces installation costs as it can be
installed in one go, avoiding the need to
first lay Corkment and then Marmoleum.
Marmoleum Acoustic is available in 6
colours.

The result is extra added value, increased
safety and easier installation; a durable,
state-of-the-art solution to your floor
covering needs. For more information see
the specific Systems Solutions brochure.

Corkment – reduce impact sound
Using a Corkment underlay with regular Forbo
linoleum achieves an impact sound reduction of at
least 14 dB (according ISO 717-2).

Proven performance
by Topshield
A good floor covering is one that withstands
heavy use in all kinds of situations yet at the
same time retains its like-new aesthetics
without costing the earth to clean and
maintain.

Topshield in a nutshell
•

•
•
•

•

•
•

Independent testing by the WFK institute proofs the high
performance of Forbo linoleum with Topshield
Forbo Linoleum with Topshield
Linoleum 1
Linoleum 2

Floor soiling behaviour (measured photometrically in
accordance to DIN 5033-3, on the basis of reliability interval)
WFK test report HO 2795/04-D

Topshield and Life Cycle Costs
The combination of Forbo linoleum and
Topshield has a positive impact on Life
Cycle Costs. Forbo linoleum with Topshield
is a floor covering that lasts longer, looks
good for longer and so delivers lower Life
Cycle Costs.
Proven durability
Independent testing with exactly
simulating walking behaviour is done to
assess the durability of Forbo linoleum with
Topshield.
‘no significant damage or degradation
to the surface is noticed after having
received 2 million footfalls’

•
Developed specifically for linoleum, Topshield is a
unique, advanced, two-layer water-based surface finish
that protects floors, keeping them looking good and
easy to maintain, year after year.

How Topshield works
Topshield is a two-layer, water-based surface finish. The
first, lower layer is a high-density, cross-linked primer
that evens out the surface, providing smoothness and
durability. This is protected by a top layer that creates a
highly effective functional shield against scuffing,
scratches and dirt; it makes cleaning and maintenance
easy and keeps colours vibrant. If necessary, Topshield
can be renovated to give the linoleum that justinstalled look once again.

•
•
•

A highly effective shield against
scuffing and dirt.
Maintains aesthetical properties of
Forbo linoleum.
Water based eco friendly coating
system.
Stain and chemical resistant.
Total or spot renovation possible,
extending the floor’s life even
further.
Total performance solution
together with Forbo FloorCare
System, a simple and cost effective
way to clean, maintain and
renovate Forbo linoleum.
Ensures bacteriostatic properties of
Forbo linoleum, even against MRSA.
Semi-gloss appearance ensures
floors look and feel clean and
natural.
No initial polymer required – just
clean as normal after installation.
Less cleaning and maintenance
means lower operating costs.
Available on all Marmoleum, Walton
and Artoleum specifications.

With Topshield on top, you have a floor
covering that lasts and lasts.

Topshield follows the surface of the linoleum therefore
providing uniform wear characteristics. This is very
different to very hard lacquers, which typically start to
show scratches after three to five years of use. These
scratches can be extremely hard to repair.

This is equivalent to 3,500 people per day
walking through a 5 meter corridor for 23.5
years when used 365 days per year under
normal service conditions.

Forbo linoleum with Topshield

time
Linoleum

Topfinish

Primer

Spray

Linoleum with hard finish

time
Linoleum

Before

Hard finish

Total performance solution
As part of an everlasting performance of Topshield,
Forbo Flooring advises the Forbo FloorCare System, a
simple and cost effective way to clean, maintain and
renovate Forbo linoleum. In combination with
Topshield, the Forbo Floor Care System ensures the
high aesthetical value and cost effectiveness of Forbo
linoleum.

WFK, founded in 1950, is an international recognized cleaning
technology research institute.
Average of the most relevant and most regular products ex works. The
products were selected and made available by Forbo Flooring Systems.

After

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

MarmoStrip W
MarmoForm SW
Marmoweld Uni/MC
Profile TJ
Forbo QuickFit

Service products
for easier installation and use
Forbo Flooring is well known for its high
standard of installation advice and support.
We have everything you need to install your
new linoleum floor covering correctly:
Installation trainings and tools
Complete assistance on how to install Forbo
linoleum correctly, together with specially developed
installation tools including ergonomic ones.
Installation products
Forbo is offering a complete range of products
such as seals, primers, levelling materials and adhesives
ensure a perfect installation of your linoleum floor
covering.
Subfloors – Forbo QuickFit System
The Forbo QuickFit system consists of selfadhesive MDF panels and damp-tight insulation foam.
Advantages:
• Smothers noise.
• Clean.
• Quick and easy installation with simple tools.
• No visible subfloor seams.
• Excellent moisture barrier.
• Easily removable.
• Improved footstep sound insulation in combination
with Forbo Foams (12 dB according to NEN-EN-ISO
140-8 and 717-2).

Marmoleum Global 3 design
skirting
Our collection skirtings provide a functional
as well as an attractive junction between
floor and wall. A wide choice of colours and
materials makes it possible to create
numerous practical and aesthetic designs.
Forbo’s new Marmostrip W provides a
hygienic, practical and elegant capping.
Standard available in 8 colours* with
matching uni capping. Other colours on
request.
Coving solutions
Coving solutions provide a hygienic
and watertight floor-to-wall connection.
Covings also protect the base of the wall
during cleaning. Marmoform S and
Marmoform SW are strong, elegant preformed covings that reduce dirt build-up
and are easy to install. The new Marmoform
SW is finished with an elegant design
capping. Standard available in 8 colours*
with matching uni capping. Other colours
on request.
Stair nosings
Forbo stair nosings ensure a safe
and secure step. They prolong the life of the
floor covering and can be used as a design
feature as well.
Finishing accessories
Forbo offers a collection of high
quality skirting boards, profiles, stair nosings
and accessories that complement the high
quality finish of our floors.

GloWeld
A luminescent welding rod generated by
storing light during the day and works for
hours at night. GloWeld meets DIN 67510
safety requirements and can also be used
for decorative effect in theatres, clubs,
cinemas, museums and the like.
*3030
3038
3048
3139
3164
3173
3407
3607

Welding
In some application areas it is necessary or even
mandatory to use welding rods. Welding rods ensure
high levels of hygiene because they make seams easy
to clean while preventing water from penetrating the
floor covering. Using different colours of welding rod is
a way to turn them into a decorative feature. There is a
welding rod for every type of Forbo linoleum floor
covering.
Marmoweld MC: invisible welding
This unique welding rod makes seams invisible
because it so closely resembles the corresponding
Forbo linoleum floor covering. A matching rod is
available for all colours in the Marmoleum Real, Dual
tiles and Vivace collections and the Artoleum Mineral,
Scala and Graphic collections.
Marmoweld: solid coloured
A solid coloured welding rod for use with single colour
Forbo linoleum floor coverings; gives either invisible or
decorative seams.

Aquajet, a personal touch
With Aquajet technology we are able to cut
out the most detailed and beautiful
designs. We have standard available designs
but we offer you also the opportunity to cut
out your own made design on request.
From a delivered photograph we are able
to supply your own coloured personal
touch in your linoleum floor covering.

Technical specifications

Marmoleum, Artoleum and Walton meet the requirements of EN 548.
Marmoleum Acoustic meets the requirements of EN 687. Marmoleum Decibel meets the requirements of EN 686.

Other Forbo linoleum
collections

Marmoleum
Real/Fresco

Marmoleum,
Artoleum,
Walton*

Marmoleum
Real

Marmoleum
Real

Marmoleum
Decibel

Marmoleum
Acoustic

Total thickness

EN 428

2.0 mm

2.5 mm

3.2 mm

4.0 mm

3.5 mm

4.0 mm

Domestic: heavy

EN 685

Class 23

Class 23

Class 23

Class 23

Class 23

Class 23

Commercial: general/heavy/
very heavy

EN 685

Class 32

Class 34

Class 34

Class 34

Class 33

Class 33

Industrial: moderate/general/
heavy

EN 685

Class 41

Class 42

Class 42

Class 43

Class 41

Class 41

Roll width

EN 426

2.00 m

2.00 m

2.00 m

2.00 m

2.00 m

2.00 m

Roll length

EN 426

≤ 32 m

≤ 32 m

≤ 32 m

≤ 32 m

≤ 27 m

≤ 32 m

Indentation residual

EN 433

0.07 mm**

0.08 mm**

0.10 mm**

0.13 mm**

0.20 mm**

0.30 mm**

(requirem. < 0.30 mm) (requirem. < 0.40 mm)

Corklinoleum
For areas requiring more comfort and shock absorbing
properties, Corklinoleum creates a warm, natural floor
covering. Application areas are from Day-care centres
to Therapy-rooms.
Marmoleum Sport
Thanks to its excellent shock absorbing properties, this
3.2 and 4 mm Marmoleum is particularly suitable for
sports halls. Marmoleum Sport can be delivered with a
recycled rubber shock absorbent subfloor.
Bulletin Board
Bulletin Board is a linoleum surfacing material that is
ideal for use on notice- and pin-boards. It provides a
functional finish to walls, furniture, door panels and
cupboards. The application of Bulletin Board in rooms
used by a lot of people facilitates simple, efficient
communication.
Furniture Linoleum
Forbo offers interior and furniture designers an
extensive range of contemporary high quality linoleum
finishing products that are suitable for countless
applications for decorative surfacing.

Castor chair continuous use

EN 425

Suitable for office chairs with castors.

Light fastness

ISO 105-B02

Method 3: blue scale minimum 6.

Flexibility

EN 435

ø 30 mm

Resistance to chemicals

EN 423

Resistant to diluted acids, oils, fats and to the conventional solvents. Not resistant to prolonged exposure to
alkalis.

Bacteriostatic properties

More information on the Linoleum Global 3
collection can be found on our website.
Please visit www.forbo-flooring.com.au to
view reference projects, specific
information regarding cleaning &
maintenance and installation and other upto-the-minute reports.

ø 40 mm

ø 50 mm

ø 60 mm

ø 40 mm

ø 60 mm

Marmoleum, Artoleum and Walton have by nature bacteriostatic properties, which are confirmed by
independent laboratories, even against the bacteria MRSA.

Cigarette resistance

EN 1399

Slip resistance

AS/NZS 4586 R10

R10

R10

R10

R10

R10

Acoustical impact noise
reduction

EN ISO 717-2 ≤ 4 dB

≤ 5 dB

≤ 6 dB

≤ 7 dB

17 dB

14 dB

Electrical resistance
Marmoleum Ohmex

EN 1081

1-106 < R1 < 1-108 Ω static dissipative

Life Cycle Assessment

Marks left on linoleum as a result of stubbed-out cigarettes can be easily removed. Sandpaper gently and apply
a new coat of polish. Linoleum does not melt.

-

-

-

-

LCA is the foundation for securing the lowest environmental impact.

Additional specifications Marmoleum Dual tiles (2.5 mm)
Dimensions (length x width)

EN 427

33.3 cm x 33.3 cm

50 cm x 50 cm

Dimensional stability

EN 434

≤ 0.25 %

≤ 0.35 %

Marmoleum, Artoleum and Walton meet the requirements of EN 14041
Reaction to fire

EN 13501-1

Cfl-s1

Slip resistance

EN 13893

DS: ≥ 0.30

Body voltage

EN 1815

< 2 kV

Thermal conductivity

EN 12524

0.17 W/m·K

*

Marmoleum Real/Vivace/Fresco/Dual tiles/Ohmex, Artoleum Graphic/Scala/Piano/Mineral/Striato and Walton Uni/Cirrus/Crocodiles

** Typical value
"Warranted linoleum adhesive - Forbo Fix"

EN 14041

